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This interdisciplinary volume aims to address the multiple connections between emblematics and the natural world in the
broader perspective of their underlying ideologies – scientific, artistic, literary, political and/or religious.
This book describes the observation of urban climates in Latin-American and their relationships with urban sprawl, the
economic emergence of Latin American countries, social segregation, urban ecology, disasters and resilience. The
chapters include contributions dealing with urban heat islands, local climate zones, thermal comfort, air pollution, extreme
climate index, green infrastructure, health issues and adaptions based on the socio-economic background of urban
areas. This book revises the role of urban planning and environmental governance, highlighting the singularities in
climate adaptation policies in developing countries.
Original essays by leading scholars on Plotinus' philosophy of nature.
In this critical edition of Nicole Oresme's 14th-century treatise on atmospheric refraction, Oresme uses optics and
infinitesimals to help solve this vexing problem of astronomy, proposing that light travels along a curve through the
atmosphere, centuries before Hooke and Newton.
The main aim of the work is to present emblematics in Hungary in its European context, and to show the reciprocal
influence between that phenomenon and mainstream literature. The description of the theoretical and historical
development in Hungary is supplemented by a series of case studies examining the effect of emblematics upon various
literary genres. The final chapter analyzes the link between literary emblematics and the visual arts by looking at a
specific example. As in most European countries, emblematics in Hungary is part of a complex labyrinth of literary modes
of thought and expression. A relative poverty of theoretical writing went hand in hand with a considerable range of
emblematic practice. The emblem proved to be a transitional form between the period when signs and motifs were
regarded as having specific and fixed meanings and the modern period when we have developed a different and shifting
concept of language and meaning. At the same time as emblems began to penetrate the more popular levels of national
culture and literature, they also became more specialized. Hungarian emblematics used, for the most part, existing
pictorial and textual combinations of pictures and texts. They employed the emblem notably in genres and texts of the
genus demonstrativum, which referred to matters which were topical at the time.
Fresh Water from the Sea is a collection of papers that discusses the advancement in the technologies and
methodologies utilized in the process of desalting seawater. The emphasis of the book is not only on desalting but also
on processing the seawater into potable water. The coverage of the text includes the advancement of desalting process
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in various countries, such as Japan, Israel, and Italy. The text also covers the aspects of the application of ion exchange
to the conversion of saline water into fresh water and the evolution of the distillation process for seawater conversion.
The text will be of great use to researchers and practitioners in disciplines that directly deal with securing a potable water
source.
This book completes Professor Shrock's full-scale history of MIT's Geology Department. Volume I, Faculty and
Supporting Staff, presented biographical sketches of the first fifty-three professors of geology, supplemented by
discussions of the founding of the Institute, the development of the geology faculty and curriculum, and the nature and
extent of assistance given by support staff. The biographies covered such figures as MIT's founder, W. B. Rogers, "a
practical scientist"; economic geologist Waldemar Lindgren; crystallographer Martin Buerger; geochemist T. Sterry Hunt;
theorist R. A. Daly; geomorphologist Douglas Johnson, geochronologist P. M. Hurley; and geophysicist Frank Press.
Volume II includes discussions of the MIT time capsule, laboratory and field work; facilities for teaching and research;
financing of the geological sciences at the Institute; women in geology; geology, mineralogy, geophysics, geochemistry,
geochronology, and oceanography at MIT; the Godfrey Lowell Cabot Spectrographic Laboratory; the Green building; the
Geophysical Analysis Group (GAG) Project; and research on coal and the origin of petroleum. The names of all geology
graduates from 1890 through 1970 appear, together with the titles of their dissertations and brief descriptions of the 175
books written by the Department's professors and graduates. Robert Rakes Shrock, who is Professor Emeritus, taught in
MIT's Geology Department for thirtyeight years. He is the author of several text and reference works, including (with
Hervey W. Shimer) Index Fossils of North America, which was published in 1944 and is still available from The MIT
Press.
This collaborative book aims to offer a comprehensive introduction to global climate, the way it is currently changing, the
role of earth, air and satellite observation and monitoring, and subsequent climate modelling. It focuses on the interaction
between natural and anthropogenic human- made change factors. The book emphasizes the importance of capturing
climatic data and the use of that data in computer-based climatic modelling.
Climate can be defined as an ensemble of many weather phenomena. Clima tologists often use the mean (conventionally
the monthly and annual mean) of weather-related parameters to describe climate. The mean value, however, is not all
the climate. Climatic changes might occur if certain aspects of the distribution of extreme values change, while the mean
does not. Katz and Brown (1992), for example, show from a theoretical viewpoint that in a changing climate, extreme
values are determined more by changes in variability than changes in the mean. Possible changes in extreme event
frequency receive considerable attention along with the global warming, because extremes directly impact human society
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and the economy. For most societally sensitive extremes and related changes in their vari ability, an analysis based on
daily data becomes necessary. This paper considers two aspects (relative and absolute values) of extreme temperatures
on a daily basis. We do not consider spells of extreme days, periods which will likely have greater socio-economic and
health impacts (Kalkstein et al., 1996; Wagner, 1999), than individual extreme days.
Multi Linguis offers you a frequency-thematic learner's dictionary of the Finnish language. It includes up to 3000 essential
words and phrases belonging to the levels from Beginner to Elementary (A1 - A2 CEFR). The entries are divided into 150
vocabulary themes as well as 2 learning steps. They are arranged by themes‚ not by the alphabet. The book is intended
to help you try out and learn this language but can also be applied for translating or entertaining. You may use it
separately or as an additional tool for any suited educational course. The Multi Linguis Project is based on the Wiktionary
corpus and created by one person. The database of the Learner's Dictionaries includes 9 000 lemmas (words and
phrases)‚ their translations in many languages as well as transcriptions‚ transliterations and grammar information. All
these lemmas are divided into 6 learning steps of 1500 entries each and also 150 vocabulary themes grouped in 30
super themes. They can be arranged by themes‚ steps‚ parts of speech or keywords‚ but never by the alphabet.
Different types of dictionaries are offered for the same language. They are designed in an original way to be convenient
and efficient. All of them are available in epub format. Multi Linguis is presently able to publish such books for more than
70 languages. It's planned to improve them and increase their number. You can find more dictionaries in this store.
The book examines potentially important factors that may have affected the Hadley and Walker Circulations and
evaluates changes in the Hadley Circulation and the monsoons as simulated by coupled models of past climate
conditions, and predicted future conditions under an enhanced greenhouse effect. This book is meant to serve as a
fundamental reference work for current and future researchers, graduate students in the atmospheric sciences and
geosciences, and climate specialists involved in interdisciplinary research.
This work explores the question of Vesuvius as an object of study in the early modern science of volcanism from the
investigations and opinions of humanists and naturalists in the late Renaissance to the early 18th-century philosophizing
on volcanoes and the development of geology later in the century.
1. ABOUT THE DISCIPLINE 'DYNAMIC METEOROLOGY' The name 'dynamic meteorology' is traditional for designating a university course
as well as the scientific branch of meteorology as a whole. While there is no need to abandon this name, it needs contemporary treatment
and specifications in its definition. A synonym for it could be 'dynamics (more precisely, hydrodynamics or fluid dynamics) of the atmosphere'.
It suggests the relationship of this discipline to general hydrodynamics and applied mathematics and its pronounced theoretical nature.
Besides the atmosphere, however, our planet has another (liquid) envelope - the hydrosphere (world's ocean), which also concerns ocean
dynamics and, therefore, it is necessary to define, from a unified standpoint, the subject and aims of the disciplines dealing with the dynamics
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of the processes which take place in both fluid spheres. Such a unified standpoint offers the so-called geophysical fluid dynamics. During the
past few years this description is encountered quite often in scientific literature concerning the Earth as a planet. Obviously, a scientific
branch or a science is created whose subject is our planet and the investigation methods are borrowed from classical fluid dynamics and
applied mathematics, including the most recent numerical methods. As can be seen from its very suitable name, it is the dynamics of quite
definite geophysical fluids (atmosphere, ocean and even the liquid inside of the Earth) and not of some abstract (often perfect) flUids, as in
classical hydrodynamics.
This book describes and analyses various aspects of Israeli climate. This work also elucidates how both man and nature adjust to various
climates. The first part (Chapters 1-9) deals with the meteorological and climatological network stations, the history of climate research in
Israel, analysis of the local climate by season, and a discussion of the climate variables their spatial and temporal distribution. The second
part (Chapters 10-14) of this work is devoted to a survey of applied climatology. This part presents information on weather forecasting, rainfall
enhancement, air quality monitoring, and various climatological aspects of planning. There is no sharp division between theoretical and
applied climatology topics. Moreover, though various sections seem exclusively theoretical, they also include important applications for
various real life situations (such as rainfall intensities (Section 5. 3), frost, frost damage (Section 6. 2. 4), degree-days (Section 6. 2. 5) and
heat stress (Section 6. 2. 6). Professionals and university students of geography and earth science, meteorology and climatology, even high
school students majoring in geography will be able to use this book as a basic reference work. Researchers in atmospheric science can also
use this work as an important source of reference. Students of agriculture will also gain theoretical and practical insights. Even architects and
engineers will gain another perspective in their fields.
The Illustrated Boat Dictionary in 9 Languages is a first - annotated illustrations arranged by topic allow quick communication when something
goes wrong abroad. Centred around clear, full colour, annotated diagrams in each subject area, the dictionary makes it easy and convenient
to translate between nine languages (English, French, German, Dutch, Spanish, Italian, Danish, Portuguese and Greek). The diagrams can
easily be used to show someone what is meant (or what is broken!) without having to worry about the language barrier. And it also facilitates
learning new words in each language with this helpful visual reference. From general terms such as 'port' and 'starboard' to technical words
relating to engine and rigging repair and maintenance, The Illustrated Boat Dictionary in 9 Languages is amazingly comprehensive, and even
includes supplementary terms for many topics even when they don't feature in the illustrations. Topics include: sailing terms, parts of a boat,
boat maintenance and repair, navigation, weather, seamanship, requesting help, medical emergencies, safety equipment, numbers and time.
This book highlights some of the most recent research in the climatological behavior of tropical cyclones as well as the dynamics,
predictability, and character of these storms as derived using remote sensing techniques. Also included in this book is a review of the
interaction between tropical cyclones and coastal ocean dynamics in the Northwest Pacific and an evaluation of the performance of CMIP6
models in replicating the current climate using accumulated cyclone energy. The latter demonstrates how the climate may change in the
future. This book can be a useful resource for those studying the character of these storms, especially those with the goal of anticipating their
future occurrence in both the short and climatological range and their associated hazards.
These new small-sized dictionaries each contain 30,000 entries and more than 160,000 lexical units. With an up-to-date vocabulary, these
dictionaries are helpful in active sentence construction, providing practical usage for language learning. Not only do the dictionaries assist
beginning and advanced learners, but they will also be essential for travellers. With an easy-to-use and clear structure designed for a broader
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audience, each comes with a companion CD-ROM containing the complete contents of the dictionary.
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